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FOREWORD

The two biggest events in a Chapter 11 case are:

1. The confirmation of a reorganization plan, and
2. The sale of major assets on a going concern basis.

The sale practice under section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code has continuously changed from that which was originally contemplated by its drafters, the bankruptcy courts, and even the lawyers practicing bankruptcy law when section 363 was enacted. If section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code is read literally, it contemplates only a notice of a sale outside the ordinary course of business and an opportunity for parties to be heard. There is nothing in the Bankruptcy Code requiring bidding (there is no mention of higher and better offers), stalking horses, or sale procedures orders; nor does section 363 specifically deal with such issues as environmental liabilities, toxic torts or successor liability in a sale context. The
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whole body of law and the bankruptcy sale processes were developed by judges and lawyers within the last twenty years, creating a practical and often times more efficient restructuring tool than a reorganization plan.

Since the Bankruptcy Code became effective in 1979, the bankruptcy sale process has evolved into what is effectively a plan equivalent process. Although Congress may not have contemplated that section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code would be used in this manner (and a debtor must be careful not to use the sale process to completely supplant the plan confirmation process and the creditor protections provided therein), in practice, debtors have been very successful in restructuring via the bankruptcy sale.

The underlying reason for the practical success of today’s bankruptcy sale process is that it enables a bankruptcy court to approve a transaction that achieves one of the most fundamental goals of the Chapter 11 reorganization process: to expeditiously and effectively separate a business’ past problems from its future prospects. Unlike a Chapter 11 plan, a bankruptcy sale can enable a debtor to achieve this goal without the pain, time, trouble and turmoil of the plan confirmation process.

Unfortunately, a bankruptcy sale cannot cure all of the woes of every debtor. Some issues require the flexibility of a Chapter 11 plan, and there are instances in which a 363 sale may not be as advantageous as other restructuring devices. This article discusses circumstances and issues to be considered when deciding whether a 363 sale is the best route.

I. FACTORS IN DETERMINING WHETHER A 363 SALE IS THE BEST ROUTE

A. Prepetition Planning

Although a 363 sale can be very appealing to many debtors and creditors alike in a Chapter 11 setting because a sale can be an efficient and meaningful step toward restructuring, a 363 sale may not always be the best alternative. Strategic presale (and often prepetition) planning is required. Following are some of the issues a business and its professionals should consider in deciding whether to conduct a 363 sale.

1. Considerations in Determining Whether a 363 Sale is the Best Route
   a. Is there a potential purchaser?
   b. Is a consensual restructuring possible?
   c. Does the distressed business have the necessary resources?
d. Does the business have strategic value as a whole (i.e., going concern value versus individual asset liquidation value)?

e. What is the nature of the business’s liabilities?

f. Are there any corporate governance issues limiting the ability to sell the business?

g. Must shareholders approve the sale?

2. Key Advantages of a 363 Sale

a. Free and Clear of Liens and Claims.
   A key benefit of a 363 sale is that a purchaser takes the assets free and clear of any liens and encumbrances.

b. Liability.
   Outside of bankruptcy, there are greater risks under the “mere continuity doctrine,” “substantial continuity doctrine,” “successor liability doctrine,” “de facto merger doctrine,” and the Bulk Sale Act that purchasers of substantially all of an insolvent business’s assets will inherit some or all of the business’s liabilities.

c. Ability to Bind Non-Consenting Constituencies.
   Many corporate charters require the approval of a majority of shareholders in order to sell substantially all of the assets of a company. In bankruptcy, such provisions are moot.

d. Ability to “Cherry Pick” Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases.
   Favorable contracts and leases can more easily be included in a 363 sale.

3. Disadvantages of a 363 Sale

a. Competing Bids.
   The sale may not be consummated with the original stalking horse bidder.

b. Negative Publicity.
   A sale outside of bankruptcy avoids any negative effects of a bankruptcy filing on the debtor’s business operations.

c. Timing.
   A sale outside of bankruptcy can often be accomplished more quickly and economically than a sale in bankruptcy.
d. *Plan of Reorganization May Offer Greater Flexibility.*

Notwithstanding the stringent requirements of plan confirmation process, purchasing assets through a plan may provide a purchaser with greater flexibility than that of a 363 purchaser due to the purchaser’s ability to leverage favorable plan terms.

**B. Near and Mid-Term Cash Flow Preparation**

To determine whether a 363 sale is the best route, a debtor must consider its near and mid-term cash flow. It must determine, at the current burn rate, when it will run out of cash, and whether it can do anything to extend this time period. After making this determination, the debtor must decide whether there is an adequate amount of time to sell the business as a going concern.

**C. Faith in the Ability of Management to Operate the Business**

A review of a business’s current management can often dictate whether a 363 sale is appropriate. A professional advising his or her client should gauge the abilities of the current management team (Is it a new management team? How well does management know the business and its operations? Are there allegations of fraud, dishonesty, or criminal conduct?) early in the representation. An analysis of management will not only enable an advisor to project a debtor’s ability to reorganize, but will also give a professional some idea as to whether a debtor will remain a debtor-in-possession throughout a Chapter 11 case.

Section 1104 of the Bankruptcy Code has been recently amended to include the following:

The United States trustee shall move for the appointment of a trustee under subsection (a) if there are reasonable grounds to suspect that current members of the governing body of the debtor, the debtor’s chief executive or chief financial officer, or members of the governing body who selected the debtor’s chief executive or chief financial officer, participated in actual fraud, dishonesty, or criminal conduct in the management of the debtor or the debtor’s public financial reporting…

This addition to the Bankruptcy Code will certainly be a factor in pre-sale planning.
D. Belief in Debtor’s Numbers—Past and Future

If the debtor’s books and records are unreliable, potential buyers may be unwilling to purchase the assets of the debtor.

E. Type of Business

1. Single Asset Real Estate
   • What is the property worth? Blighted area?
2. Dinosaur?
   • Is the business even marketable? Is it past its realistic lifespan (e.g., cobbling business)?
3. Good Business—Bad Position
   • One must also consider the root cause of the debtor’s financial difficulties. Is the debtor’s business inefficient? Does the debtor have a valid and feasible business plan? Is it a workable business model that has been negatively affected by external factors (e.g., fuel prices)?

F. Does the Judge Make a Difference in the Sale Strategy Decision?

Objectively, the determination of sale strategy would be the same in all bankruptcy courts across this nation. In practice, however, some courts are more willing to conduct expedient sales than others. A jurisdiction’s local rules and custom may also play a factor in the sale strategy (Do the local rules permit expedited sales? Do the local rules contain oppressive procedures?). Similarly, as with almost any strategic decision, one should be educated about the judges within the district in which a case will be filed and, if possible, the specific judge who may preside over the case. Certain judges are more willing than others to approve certain actions, procedures, and fees. The court’s availability may also be an issue (Query whether the court will be available to hear matters on an expedited basis?).

It is also worth noting that an increasing number of courts are creating virtual property exchanges on their court Web pages. Such an option may prove to be favorable depending on the nature of the contemplated transaction.

II. SALE PROCEDURES

A bankruptcy court has broad discretion to conduct a sale in the manner it deems most appropriate. Bankruptcy courts approve sale and bid
procedures to facilitate the fair sale of the debtor’s assets in order to maximize the value of those assets for the benefit of the estate.\(^4\)

**A. The Impact of Local Rules and Procedures**\(^5\)

There is no section of the Bankruptcy Code that requires a court to establish sale or bidding procedures in advance of the sale of estate assets.\(^6\) However, the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure provide some guidance with respect to certain aspects of the sale, including issues relating to notice, timing and post-sale reporting.\(^7\) Likewise, the local rules and procedures for each bankruptcy court often set forth a procedural protocol for sales conducted within their districts, which practices may differ drastically and can result in costly delay and even sanctions in some instances, if not followed. Therefore, it is especially important to refer to each court’s local rules and the customary procedures required by each bankruptcy judge when establishing sale procedures and a sale strategy.

For example, unlike many courts, the local procedures for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania require publication of a sale notice in both a county legal journal and a newspaper of general circulation no more than 20 and not less than five calendar days before the scheduled date of a sale. Failure to comply with this advertising requirement may result in a sale being postponed until the sale is properly advertised, which could be seriously detrimental to the debtor’s efforts if timing contingencies exist or there are other exigent circumstances necessitating an expedited sale process. In addition, compliance could be challenging where county legal journals are published sporadically. Unlike the local practices of many courts, the local bankruptcy rules for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania state that bidding must take place outside the presence of the court. The local bankruptcy rules for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York are more involved than other bankruptcy courts in that they set forth detailed guidelines for displaying the property to be sold, conducting the auction, post-sale reporting, advertising, and using appraisers and auctioneers. Also, the Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York does not require an order of court to confirm a sale of property if no timely objection has been filed (although purchasers generally request entry of such an order). The bankruptcy courts in Delaware and the Western District of Tennessee have no local rules that expand Bankruptcy Rule 6004. The local rules for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Ohio expressly prohibit a court-appointed professional in the case, or any affiliate
or family member of the professional, from purchasing or acquiring an interest in the assets sold. The local bankruptcy rules for the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Middle District of Tennessee limit the compensation of a real estate agent in relation to a sale of real property to no more than 6% on the first $100,000 and 4% on the balance of the proceeds of the sale, plus reasonable expenses, unless otherwise sought by motion. In Connecticut, the bankruptcy court ordinarily requires appraisals to be obtained and submitted to the court prior to the sale. In addition, the Connecticut local bankruptcy rules restrict percentage sales (i.e., sales on terms providing for a fixed percentage distribution to creditors), and even contain a sanctions section, which could include disqualification from future employment by bankruptcy estates for non-compliance.

It is clear that the procedures employed in 363 sales are locally driven. Despite the frequency of such sales in most bankruptcy cases, the sale process, and even the sale strategy, can differ considerably depending on the forum. Therefore, a prudent practitioner unfamiliar with the local practices of a forum will refer to the local rules, and even confer with local practitioners, prior to developing a sale strategy and procedures.

B. Stalking Horses

Debtors employ certain bidding mechanisms to encourage an initial, prospective purchaser, the “stalking horse,” to submit an offer from which competitive bidding may commence (often in reliance upon the initial bidder’s due diligence). These mechanisms, “stalking horse fees,” often include, but are not limited to, “break-up” fees, “topping” fees and expense reimbursements to cover the costs and expenses associated with the due diligence and document preparation associated with the proposed sale. Stalking horse fees are most often bargained for in negotiations between the stalking horse and a seller, and are included in a purchase agreement that is submitted to the bankruptcy court for approval after notice and a hearing.

A break-up fee is usually a fee paid to an initial, potential purchaser of a business or certain assets “in the event that the transaction contemplated fails to be consummated and certain criteria in the purchase agreement are met.” The condition most commonly giving rise to the payment of a break-up fee is the seller’s acceptance of a later bid. A topping fee is an amount payable to the initial bidder equal to a certain percentage of the amount by which a prevailing bid cast by a third party exceeds the initial bidder’s offer. An expense reimbursement fee is a payment (usually capped) to the initial bidder of their fees and expenses.
The tests for considering when stalking horse fees are appropriate in a bankruptcy context vary from court to court. Some courts have determined the entitlement to break-up fees in the same manner as the right to such fees would be examined outside of a bankruptcy context—under the business judgment rule. Courts have established additional tests for consideration, such as: (1) whether the relationship between the parties was tainted with self-dealing; (2) whether the break-up fee hampers, rather than encourages, bidding; and (3) whether the fee is unreasonable in relation to the proposed purchase price. Other courts look to whether the fees serve the best interests of the bankruptcy estate. In Hupp Industries, for example, the court considered whether:

1. the requested fee correlates with a maximization of value to the debtor’s estate;
2. the terms were negotiated at arm’s length;
3. the requested fees were supported by the secured and unsecured creditors of the estate;
4. the requested fees were reasonable and fair in relation to the proposed purchase price;
5. the break-up fee was so substantial that it would “chill” bidding;
6. safeguards beneficial to the debtor’s estate existed; and
7. unsecured creditors would be adversely impacted by objecting to requested fees.

Other courts employ the administrative expense standards of section 503 of the Bankruptcy Code. Regardless of which standard applies, if stalking horse fees are desired then it is recommended to move for approval of such fees prior to the expenses being incurred, especially if such protections are critical to the prospective buyer’s commitment to proceed with the sale. A prospective buyer seeking additional protection also may wish to require the debtor to seek administrative priority treatment (or other security) for stalking horse fees to avoid potential priming objections by secured lenders.

C. The Pure Public Sale

Normally, a sale of assets is driven by an offer from a prospective purchaser to a debtor or trustee, which offer, if acceptable to the debtor or trustee, is reduced to an asset purchase agreement to be presented to the bankruptcy
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court for approval. However, occasionally the circumstances dictate the need for a sale to be held without a purchase offer or a stalking horse, either because the assets are of such nominal value that the sale does not justify the time and expense associated with a more formal process or exigent circumstances exist (e.g., diminishing value of the debtor’s assets, seasonal operations, rapid decline in the debtor’s operations, the continuous accrual of interest on an oversecured loan, sale driven by secured lender seeking to credit bid, etc.) that create an environment for “bargain shopping.” It is this latter scenario that presents potential challenges (as well as some benefits) that are not commonly encountered in an offer-driven sale process.

In a “pure” public sale, the debtor or trustee has greater freedom to dictate the terms of the sale due to the absence of the demands of a stalking horse. Costs such as break-up fees, topping fees, and expense reimbursements are optional (but often necessary). In addition, the debtor or trustee can largely reduce the costs associated with due diligence investigations and negotiating the asset purchase agreement. Also, this type of sale enables the debtor to quickly navigate the sale process, avoiding the many potential problems that can arise during a due diligence investigation. Conversely, the uncertainty of interest in the property could result in a great deal of pressure, and even resistance, from a secured lender lacking confidence in its collateral position. While a lender who is oversecured may have less concern with the uncertainties inherent in the pure public sale, lenders who believe they are not adequately protected or who are undersecured may not be as comfortable with this type of sale due to the uncertainty as to whether their claim will be bifurcated as a result of what may be perceived as a “fire sale.” Additionally, in the pure public sale setting the seller must be ever more conscious not to chill potential bidding, resulting in the seller having less flexibility with respect to the sale procedures (e.g., such as choosing the type of auction (“open cry” or “sealed bid”), the forum (unless dictated under local rule), and the offering strategies (with or without reserve)).

If a sale is without a stalking horse, the debtor or trustee should try to advertise or market the sale as widely as possible, which may include:

(i) advertising in trade periodicals and newspapers;

(ii) providing notice to private equity groups, strategic buyers, and other investment groups known to acquire assets similar to those being sold;

(iii) employing a broker; or
(iv) even providing notice to industry competitors (depending on the debtor’s goals in the case).

D. Must a Sale of Assets Be Subject to Higher and Better Offers?

Courts have regularly held that one of the overriding goals of a 363 sale is to “maximize the bidding, not to restrict it.”17 To that end, courts have refused to approve bid procedures that might chill bidder interest.18 However, the Bankruptcy Code provides for the sale of assets by private or public sale.19 Private sales, by definition, are generally not subject to higher and better offers. They are effectively closed sales subject to bankruptcy court approval. Although private sales generally are not subject to counteroffers from third parties and competitive bidding, they still are subject to such bidding in some jurisdictions pursuant to local rule. Review of the local rules and procedures of the forum in which one intends to hold a private 363 sale is recommended to determine whether a private sale can be truly private.

E. Roles of Other Professionals (e.g., the Investment Banker, Chief Restructuring Officer, etc.) and Coordination between Financial and Legal Advisors

Investment bankers, chief restructuring officers and financial advisors each may play a role vital to a successful sale process, depending on the needs of the debtor, the complexity of the proposed sale, and the type of assets being sold. However, the range of services these professionals provide can overlap, so it is important for a seller to define its needs prior to retaining additional professionals in a bankruptcy case. Generally, where the seller requires a buyer search and target services, including prospect solicitation and market canvassing, an investment banker can prove to be invaluable. Chief restructuring officers and financial officers are often used to provide financial analysis, business valuation, and assistance with due diligence, marketing, strategic planning, and even structuring the transaction.

Sellers and their advisors should understand that properly tailored dissemination of information will likely attract greater interest and more competitive bidding at an auction. The goal should be to provide potential buyers with enough information so that they understand both the potential risks and rewards the acquisition of the assets might bring. The debtor, in conjunction with its professionals, should determine the methodology for due diligence in the early stages of strategic planning, including who will be invited to undertake due diligence, what qualifi-
cations those potential buyers must possess, and how information will be presented. It should also be determined during these preliminary stages who will act as the primary conduit between the debtor and potential purchasers—the financial advisors or the legal advisors? Whoever is designated as the conduit should maintain that role throughout the sale process to maintain consistency in communications and to avoid confusion and misinformation. Finally, both financial advisors and legal advisors should assist in the preparation of management presentations in order to narrow the major issues and arm management with the information necessary to address difficult questions and potential problems that often arise during a sale.

III. FREE AND CLEAR SALE

A. Framework

A debtor “after notice and a hearing, may use, sell, or lease, other than in the ordinary course of business, property of the estate…” Such a sale of estate assets is free and clear of interests if one of the following conditions is met:

1. applicable non-bankruptcy law permits sale of such property free and clear of such interest;
2. such entity consents;
3. such interest is a lien and the price at which such property is to be sold is greater than the aggregate value of all liens on such property;
4. such interest is in bona fide dispute; or
5. such entity could be compelled, in a legal or equitable proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of such interest.

B. Sales Over the Objections of the Secured Lender

Pursuant to section 363(f)(3), assets may be sold over the objection of the secured party if such party’s interest is a lien, and the price at which the property is to be sold is greater than the aggregate value of all liens on such property. It is important to note that this section does not require that the secured party receive any sale proceeds. A secured party may, however, challenge the sale if the sales proceeds will not generate the “indubitable equivalent” of its lien on collateral.

Pursuant to section 363(f)(5), assets may be sold over the objection of a secured party if the secured creditor could be compelled, in a legal or
equitable proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of such interest. “Money satisfaction” is generally interpreted to mean cash money rather than a mere promise to pay in the future. Courts are divided, however, as to whether the statute requires a hypothetical payment that could fully satisfy the underlying debt.

One court has concluded that a broad construction of subsection (f)(5) is inappropriate:

While it is generally true that a secured lender is only entitled to the payment of his lien and can be required to accept full payment in satisfaction of his lien, this subsection ought not be construed so broadly so as to become a sufficient basis to always permit the sale of any property subject to a security interest. Such a construction would consume subsections 2, 3 and 4. Subsection 3 envisions a secured lender being paid in full, preferably at closing, if the collateral is sold. It recognizes the bargained-for position of the secured lender and balances his right to dispose of the collateral for his benefit pursuant to the terms of the negotiated security agreement and the right of the trustee to dispose of the collateral for the benefit of all creditors of the estate pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code. If the trustee will pay the secured lender in full, the secured creditor cannot be heard to complain and the trustee may sell the collateral for the benefit of the unsecured creditors. However, if the sale of the collateral will result in a deficiency, the secured creditor generally should be able to dispose of it according to the security agreement.

Other courts have found that construing subsection (f)(5) too narrowly may be problematic because of the apparent redundancy to subsection (f)(3) where liens are at issue.

Naturally, the likelihood of successfully selling estate property over the objections of a secured creditor holding an interest in the property to be sold is dependent upon the facts surrounding each case and sale, however, selling the debtor’s assets over such objection is by no means uncommon.

C. Successor Liability

The general rule is that a purchaser of assets for fair consideration does not become liable for the seller’s liabilities, even when the purchase includes substantially all of the assets of the seller. The exceptions to that general rule are:
(1) where the purchaser expressly or impliedly agrees to assume such debts or other liabilities;

(2) where the transaction amounts to a consolidation or merger of the seller and purchaser;

(3) where the purchasing corporation is merely a continuation of the selling corporation; or

(4) where the transaction is entered into fraudulently in order to escape liability for such debts.27

Section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code provides that pursuant to one of the enumerated bases set forth therein, the trustee or debtor “may sell property… free and clear of any interest in such property of an entity other than the estate.”28 The phrase “interest in such property” is not defined by the Bankruptcy Code, and bankruptcy courts have reached different conclusions regarding whether section 363(f) alone is sufficient to shield a successor from the obligations of its predecessor under other state and federal laws. Accordingly, prospective buyers should be cognizant of the risks of potential successor liability claims.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, in broadly interpreting the phrase “interest in property,” determined that airline workers’ employment discrimination claims against the Chapter 11 debtor-airline, as well as flight attendants’ rights under a travel voucher program that the debtor-airline had established in settlement of a sex discrimination action, both qualified as “interests in property” under section 363(f), thereby defeating the successor liability claims of those employees.29 Limiting the scope of “interest in property,” the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit has held that a Chapter 11 debtor’s experience rating, for purposes of the Michigan Employment Security Act, was not an “interest,” within the meaning of section 363(f), and therefore, the debtor’s rating survived the sale of the debtor’s radio station.30 A more recent district court decision within the Sixth Circuit infers that where claims are more particularly identified in a sale order, section 363(f) could be used as a shield to successor liability.31 Such was the reasoning employed in a recent decision by a court in the Seventh Circuit to shield the buyer from successor liability.32

Thus, while a 363 sale can generally limit successor liability, the ultimate determination of the court as to what constitutes an “interest” within the meaning of section 363(f) will be critical to the outcome.
D. Environmental Liabilities in a 363 Sale

Dealing with environmental obligations in a bankruptcy setting can prove to be difficult for both a debtor and its other creditors as issues relating to jurisdiction, sovereign immunity, ongoing compliance, and claim classification are common. These issues are equally present when a debtor attempts to sell property of the estate free and clear of all environmental claims and obligations under section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code. However, authority exists for the proposition that some environmental claims can be removed from the assets sold in a 363 sale. For instance, in *Ninth Ave. Remedial Group v. Allis-Chalmers Corp.*, the court determined that while the bankruptcy court order approving the sale of the Chapter 11 debtor’s assets free and clear of all claims might preclude suit against the purchaser for any claim that could have been brought against the debtor during the bankruptcy, the sale order could not preclude asserting future environmental claims against the purchaser. Based on this reasoning, arguably, assets could be sold free and clear of pre-existing claims. (Unfortunately, two difficult questions then arise: (1) Are the obligations to the environmental authorities claims or are they ongoing obligations, payable under state and federal law? and (2) When do environmental claims arise? Undoubtedly, these claim issues will be heavily contested by the environmental agencies involved in the case). In *In re Heldor Industries, Inc.*, the court allowed the debtor to sell property under section 363 without complying with state environmental law when the state did not timely object to the sale. The sale order specifically said that the debtor’s assets were being sold free and clear of all liens and expressly provided that the purchaser was not assuming any previous environmental liabilities. The *Heldor Indus.* case was ultimately vacated on procedural grounds (other than notice).

E. Tort Liabilities

Purchasers can be protected from successor tort liability in a 363 sale if those with claims have received notice of the bankruptcy sale. However, as discussed in *White Motor Credit*, the court’s power to sell free and clear is limited by its authority to affect claims.

The court in *White Motor Credit* explained that the court’s equitable power to sell free and clear must be interpreted consistent with its power to discharge claims under a plan of reorganization. Section 1141 of the Bankruptcy Code delineates the effects of confirmation. Section 1141(a) sets forth those who are bound by plan confirmation.
1141(c) states that after confirmation “the property dealt with by the plan is free and clear of all claims and interests of creditors, equity security holders and of general partners in the debtor.”42 Section 1141(d) “discharges the debtor from any debt that arose before the date of such confirmation.”43 Thus, it has been held that a sale conducted through the court’s equitable powers can provide the debtor the same degree of relief effected by a sale in a plan of reorganization, and therefore, can affect claims arising prior to confirmation.44

It is more difficult to shield a purchaser from future claims in a 363 sale because courts are reluctant to classify a claim arising some time after the bankruptcy case as a “claim” or “interest” for purposes of selling assets free and clear.45 Moreover, the most obvious concern of the courts with respect to future claims is that the holders of those claims are being divested of their interests without notice or an opportunity to participate in the underlying bankruptcy proceedings. Therefore, to alleviate these due process concerns to some degree (and potentially insulate a purchaser from successor liability claims), an interested buyer should require a seller to notice a sale in a manner calculated to reach as many potential claimants as possible, including the use of the Internet and publications with wide general circulation. While this tactic is not foolproof, it provides the seller and buyer with some ammunition in the event that a due process fight arises.

1. TOXIC TORTS

Toxic tort cases provide a landscape that differs from other types of bankruptcy cases in that there are potentially thousands of possible future claimants; many of whom have been exposed to toxic materials, are unaware of the exposure, and whose injuries will not manifest prior to the conclusion of the bankruptcy case (and therefore are unknown). As a result, it is difficult for a debtor to provide for a class of innumerable future creditors with an immeasurable pool of claims in a bankruptcy case. Moreover, absent adequate representation, courts are inclined to exclude future claimants from the effects of a bankruptcy proceeding altogether, which, by extension, would include the reach of a 363 sale order.46

In asbestos cases, future claimants usually have representation. In addition, asbestos trusts are often established by way of a reorganization plan. These trusts assume the liabilities of the debtor(s) and as a result, all claims, both present and future, are channeled to them.47 Therefore, some of the due process concerns discussed above are alleviated to a great degree in asbestos cases.
A problem unique to asbestos cases occurs when a debtor seeks to sell substantially all of its assets by way of a pre-confirmation sale and later seeks the protections of a section 524(g) channeling injunction. Section 524(g) requires, inter alia, that an asbestos trust is to be funded in whole or in part by the securities of one or more debtors and the obligation to make future payments in relation thereto, including dividends. If a debtor sells all of its assets, it could be faced with challenges to its entitlement to a section 524(g) channeling injunction because of the questionable value of its securities contribution. This position finds support in the dicta of the recent decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in *In re Combustion Engineering, Inc.*, where the Combustion Engineering court interpreted subsection 524(g)(2)(B)(i)(II) to require a debtor to have an ongoing business in order to be eligible for a channeling injunction. The court in *Combustion Engineering*, however, failed to specifically define what classifies as a “business,” creating a strategic hurdle for debtors seeking to sell substantially all of their assets. The logical result of the gray area created by the *Combustion Engineering* court is that debtors will need to ask themselves: what estate assets can be sold while preserving (or leaving enough to create) an ongoing business that will be eligible for the benefits of a Section 524(g) channeling injunction? The term “business” is defined in *Black's Law Dictionary* as:

Employment, occupation, profession, or commercial activity engaged in for gain or livelihood. Activity or enterprise for gain, benefit, advantage or livelihood. (Citation omitted). Enterprise in which person engaged shows willingness to invest line and capital on future outcome. (Citation omitted). That which habitually busies or occupies or engages the time, attention, labor, and effort of persons as a principal serious concern or interest or for livelihood or profit.

Undoubtedly, whether the leftovers from a 363 sale constitute an ongoing business will become a heavily contested issue going forward due to the ambiguities associated with what constitutes a “business” for purposes of section 524(g) of the Bankruptcy Code.

**2. PRODUCT LINE LIABILITY**

A minority of states, such as California, Washington, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Michigan, and Connecticut, recognize the product-line exception to successor liability. The elements of the product-line exception commonly include:
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(1) the total or virtual extinguishment of tort remedies against the seller as a consequence of an asset sale;

(2) the buyer’s continued manufacturing of the same product lines under the same product names;

(3) the buyer’s continued use of the seller’s corporate name or identity (and trading on the seller’s good will); and

(4) the buyer’s representation to the public (e.g., advertising) that it is an ongoing enterprise.

Whether a 363 sale can insulate a purchaser from product line liability claims is unclear.53

3. REDUCING THE RISKS BY WAY OF THE SALE ORDER

In order to reduce the risk associated with successor liability in a sale, the sale order should include, among other things,

(1) factual findings and decretal language specifically absolving the purchaser of successor liability;

(2) specific reference to the various claims or obligations of concern from which the purchaser seeks to take the assets free and clear (in addition to the general reference to liens, claims and encumbrances);54

(3) language enjoining any holder of a claim, lien, or interest from taking any action against the purchaser relating to said claim, lien, or interest;

(4) language indicating the purchaser’s reliance on the determination that it will not be subject to successor liability;

(5) language specifically identifying the liabilities being assumed by the purchaser and those not being assumed by the purchaser;

(6) a factual finding that the buyer is a “good faith” purchaser; and

(7) language specifically reserving the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction to enforce the sale order.

Both the sale notice and the sale order should be provided to those parties identified in Bankruptcy Rules 2002 and 6004, including, but not limited to, all creditors, interest holders, and other parties in interest. In addition, when it is foreseeable that future claims may arise, publication of the sale notice in the areas where potential claimants may be found is recommended. Widespread publication of the sale notice will aid in defending due process challenges that may arise.
F. Labor Liabilities

A debtor can sell assets free and clear of labor-related liabilities pursuant to sections 105 and 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code.\textsuperscript{55} Notably, a successor employer is not automatically bound by its predecessor’s collective bargaining agreements.\textsuperscript{56} However, claims for unfair labor practices have been found to survive a sale.\textsuperscript{57}

Collective bargaining agreements and legacy costs (such as retiree benefits and other welfare benefits) can hinder a seller’s ability to market and sell its operations. Significant legacy and labor costs can deter potential buyers who are interested in operating the facilities for sale from participating in a sale process; and a debtor may not assign a collective bargaining agreement that purports to limit the assignee’s responsibility thereunder.\textsuperscript{58} Collective bargaining agreements often contain language requiring a successor or asset purchaser to either assume the obligations of the agreement or agree to deal exclusively with the union upon acquisition of the seller’s assets in the negotiation of a new collective bargaining agreement. Likewise, although most welfare benefit plans are governed by the corresponding benefit plan documents, collective bargaining agreements often incorporate those welfare benefit plans (which incorporation naturally includes the liabilities arising from those plans).\textsuperscript{59}

Although labor unrest can cut both ways for a prospective purchaser (depending on its willingness to act as the white knight), turmoil within the rank and file generally does not aid in the debtor’s efforts to maximize value from the sale of its operating assets, especially where the debtor employs a specialized labor force. Therefore, absent an expression from the buyer of choice to assume the seller’s labor liabilities, a seller may need to reject the collective bargaining agreements and/or terminate retiree welfare benefits prior to a sale of its operating assets.

Congress set forth procedures and standards for terminating collective bargaining agreements and retiree benefits in sections 1113 (rejection of collective bargaining agreements) and 1114 (payment of insurance benefits to retired employees) of the Bankruptcy Code.\textsuperscript{60} Under certain circumstances, courts have found that welfare benefits can be terminated unilaterally where the welfare benefit plan explicitly provides for such termination.\textsuperscript{61} However, sections 1113 and 1114 are usually the means by which a debtor rejects its collective bargaining agreements or terminates its retiree benefit plans.

Terminating retiree benefits or rejecting a collective bargaining agreement pursuant to the procedures set forth in both sections 1113 and 1114 is time-consuming. Both procedures are involved, requiring, inter alia,
the exchange of information, considerable negotiation, and ultimately, court approval. Accordingly, a seller should consider the potential difficulties and timing elements related to terminating a collective bargaining agreement or retiree benefits well in advance of a scheduled sale if it believes such measures will be necessary.

V. ISSUES RELATING TO EXECUTORY CONTRACTS AND NON-RESIDENTIAL LEASES IN 363 SALES

Non-residential leases and executory contracts are governed by section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code. The sale of an executory contract or lease must comply with the requirements of section 365 for its assignment to a proposed purchaser. Not all contracts can be sold as part of a sale of assets because some are non-assignable under section 365(c) of the Bankruptcy Code. Non-exclusive copyright licenses may not be sold or assigned. Non-executory contracts can be sold, even without assumption.

Non-residential leases and executory contracts can provide considerable value to an asset sale as a buyer can often pick and choose those contracts that are most favorable to it. Typically, contracts to be purchased are specifically identified in the asset purchase agreement. Where a buyer is given the right to assume or reject, the buyer can often leverage more favorable terms with those third parties who wish to avoid having their contracts rejected. Cure costs can be paid in a variety of ways, including payment by the debtor from the proceeds, an adjustment to the purchase price, or simply by providing the third party to the contract or lease with adequate assurance that the buyer is financially capable of performing the contract.

Some courts have found that section 365 is the exclusive remedy available to a debtor/lessor in an unexpired leasehold situation. However, more recently, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit arrived at a different conclusion.

Section 365(h) of the Bankruptcy Code allows the lessee of a debtor to choose between the termination of its lease and the continuation of its unexpired leasehold if the debtor or trustee rejects the non-residential real property lease. In Precision Industries, Inc. v. Qualitech Steel SBQ, LLC, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a bankruptcy court’s sale of assets, free and clear of the interests of the debtor’s lessee to possess and use the leasehold property sold to a third party. The Court of Appeals based its determination primarily on three factors: (1) that section 365(h) does not supersede section 363(f); (2) that 365(h)(1)(A) did not apply because that section only applies to those situations where the trustee or debt-
or rejects an unexpired lease of real property; and (3) that section 363(e) provides a mechanism for a lessee to protect its interests, (which subsection directs the bankruptcy court, on the request of any entity with an interest in property to be sold, to “prohibit or condition such… sale… as is necessary to provide adequate protection of such interest” and the debtor’s lessee did not avail itself of this statutory protection.70

The effects of the Precision decision will likely be substantial for non-residential real property lessees. Arguably, the Precision decision has stripped such lessees of the statutory protections afforded to them by Congress in section 365(h). Likewise, it is foreseeable that under the Precision precedent, debtors are more likely to employ the use of section 363 of the Bankruptcy Code to eliminate unwanted leaseholds. Lessees should pay close attention to sale notices and consult with their counsel to determine whether affirmative steps are necessary to protect their interests.

CONCLUSION

Whether a 363 sale is the best route depends on the facts and circumstances of each case. A bankruptcy sale can be a valuable restructuring tool for a debtor when used in the right setting and properly conducted. An effective practitioner will not only analyze the business factors associated with a sale, but will be familiar with the federal and local bankruptcy rules governing the sale process and the related case law. Finally, a practitioner conducting a bankruptcy sale should recognize that the primary lesson to be learned from the 363 sale practice and related case law is that sales must be conducted in a way that is fair to all parties. This means not only that there be adequate notice, but also that all of the pertinent information is disclosed and all parties have an opportunity to fairly participate and be heard. These underlying principles have been repeated often and are the underlying premises for successful bankruptcy sales. A fair sale leads directly to a truly final sale that will withstand all appeals.
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